SAN ANTONIO, TX MAY, 2017 — Lucifer Lighting, a premier manufacturer of precision engineered lighting fixtures, will open a pop-up Architectural Lighting Experience in SoHo, New York. The 3000-sq. ft. space will be open the month of June at 362 West Broadway from 9am-6pm by appointment, popup@luciferlighting.com. The showroom will be a happening, where Lucifer Lighting will be host exciting evening activities, CEU courses, panel discussions, and other events for the architecture and design community.

Showcased in the imaginative interior will be the newest evolution of Fraxion, the 2” deep downlight family and winner of a German Design Award Special Mention, in addition to the newest Cylinder family profiles—including square Squilinders, Track and Spot lights, wall mount and suspended product. For the more technical visitor, the space allows for in depth optic and dimming evaluations.

For social media coverage, hashtag or search: #LuciferLightingSohoPopup

About Lucifer Lighting
Company
For almost 40 years, Lucifer Lighting has created precision-engineered, original lighting solutions with a focus on aesthetic appeal and leading-edge technology. Made in the USA, Lucifer Lighting fixtures and systems are favored by architects and designers worldwide. The company is regularly recognized for distinction, and it’s robust, appealing fixtures are found in installations for five-star hotels, distinguished institutions and cultural venues, high-end retailers, luxury residences, corporate headquarters and more. Acclaimed for innovative products and contributions to award-winning architecture, Lucifer Lighting manufactures from its headquarters in San Antonio.